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in this box set of four paperback graphic novel
editions. With text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by
Haus Studio, Álvaro Sarraseca, and Corey Egbert, these
graphic novels combine historical facts with high-action
storytelling that's sure to keep any reader turning the
pages. Each book includes a nonfiction section at the
back with facts and photos about the real-life event.
The set is perfect for I Survived fans as well as any
reader interested in stories of disaster and survival,
or who wants an action-packed experience of the events
that have shaped history. This set includes: I Survived
the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived Graphic
Novel #1): George Calder must be the luckiest kid alive
he and his little sister, Phoebe, are sailing with their
aunt on the Titanic, the greatest ship ever built! But
one night while George is off exploring, a terrible boom
shakes the entire boat. George has always gotten out of
trouble before. Can he survive this nightmare? I
Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (I Survived Graphic
Novel #2): Chet Roscow is finally feeling at home in his
uncle's little New Jersey town. He has three new
friends, and they love cooling off in the creek on hot
summer days. One afternoon, Chet spots a gray fin in the
creek, but it must be his imagination It's impossible
he's about to come face-to-face with a killer shark...
right? I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (I Survived
Graphic Novel #3): It's been years since the Nazis
invaded Max Rosen's home country of Poland. All the
Jewish people, including Max's fam-ily, have been forced
to live in a ghetto. One day, Max and his sister, Zena,
make a dar-ing escape into the nearby forest, where they
are rescued by Jewish resistance fighters. But soon,
grenades are falling all around them. Can Max and Zena
survive the fallout of the Nazi invasion? I Survived the
Attacks of September 11, 2001 (I Survived Graphic Novel
#4): Hoping to get some advice from his firefighter
uncle, eleven-year-old Lucas skips school one beautiful
September morning and takes the train into Manhattan.
But just as Lucas arrives at his the firehouse,
everything changes and nothing will ever be the same
again.
I Survived the American Revolution, 1776 (I Survived
#15) Lauren Tarshis 2017-08-29 Bestselling author Lauren
Tarshis tackles the American Revolution in this latest
installment of the groundbreaking, New York Times
bestselling I Survived series.
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren Tarshis 2010
In July, 1916, Chet Roscow is fascinated by news
accounts of the great white shark said to be attacking
people along the New Jersey shore not far from his home,
but when he goes swimming in Matawan Creek he discovers
the truth of the stories.
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916: A Graphic Novel (I
Survived Graphic Novel #2) Lauren Tarshis 2020-06-02 A
thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Lauren Tarshis's
bestselling I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916,with
text adapted by Georgia Ball and art by Haus Studio!
Chet Roscow is finally feeling at home in his uncle's
little New Jersey town. He has three new friends, and
they love cooling off in the creek on hot summer days.
But then comes shocking news: A massive shark has been
attacking swimmers in the ocean along the Jersey Shore,
not far from where Chet is staying. Fear is in the air.
So when Chet spots a gray fin in the creek, he's sure
it's his imagination running wild. It's impossible he's
about to come face-to-face with a killer shark... right?
Based on the real life events of the Jersey Shore shark
attacks of 1916, this graphic novel brings Lauren
Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I Survived series
to vivid life. Perfect for readers who prefer the
graphic novel format, or for existing fans of the I
Survived chapter book series, these graphic novels
combine historical facts with high-action storytelling

Tornado Terror (I Survived True Stories #3) Lauren
Tarshis 2017-02-28 From the author of the New York Times
bestselling I Survived series, comes two gripping
accounts of two young people who survived two terrifying
twisters. The Tri-State Tornado of 1925 was the
deadliest tornado strike in American history, tearing
through three states and killing 700 people. Almost a
century later, the Joplin Tornado was a mile-wide
monster that nearly destroyed theheart of a vibrant
city. The author of the New York Times best-selling I
Survived series now brings you the vivid and true
stories of two young people who survived these
terrifying twisters, along with fascinating facts
abouttornadoes and profiles of the well-respected
scientists and storm chasers who study them.
I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 Lauren
Tarshis 2020-02-04 A thrilling graphic novel adaptation
of Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I Survived the Sinking
of the Titanic, 1912! Ten-year-old George Calder can't
wait to explore every inch of the Titanic, even if his
little sister, Phoebe, has to tag along. But when George
sneaks away without her and ventures into the first
class baggage room, a terrible boom shakes the entire
boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life
changes forever... Lauren Tarshis's New York Times
bestselling I Survived series takes on vivid new life in
full-color graphic novel editions. Perfect for readers
who prefer the graphic novel format, or for existing
fans of the I Survived chapter book series, these
graphic novels combine historical facts with high-action
storytelling that's sure to keep any reader turning the
pages.
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (I Survived #2)
Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 Based on true events! It's the
summer of 1916 and the Jersey shore is being terrorized
by a Great White shark. Can 10-year-old Chet and his
friends survive a swim in the local creek?In the summer
of 1916, ten year-old Chet Roscow is captivated by the
local news: a Great White shark has been attacking and
killing people up and down the Atlantic Coast, not far
from Chet's hometown of Springfield, New Jersey.Then one
day, swimming with his friends, Chet sees something in
the water. . .
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (Graphic Novel)
Lauren Tarshis 2020-06-02 Chet Roscow has a job with his
uncle Jerry at the local diner, three great friends, and
the perfect summertime destination: Matawan Creek. But
Chet's summer is interrupted by shocking news that a
great white shark has been attacking swimmers along th
Sobrevivi Los Ataques de Tiburones de 1916 (I Survived
the Shark Attacks of 1916 (Graphic Novel) Lauren Tarshis
2021-08-03 Chet Roscow has a job with his uncle Jerry at
the local diner, three great friends, and the perfect
summertime destination: Matawan Creek. But Chet's summer
is interrupted by shocking news that a great white shark
has been attacking swimmers along th
I Survived True Stories : Nature Attacks!. Lauren
Tarshis 2014 The author of the New York Timesbestselling I Survived series brings us more harrowing
true stories of real kids up against terrible forces of
nature. From fourteen-year-old lone survivor of the
shark attacks of 1916, to nine-year-old who survived the
Peshtigo fire of 1871 (which took place on the very same
day in history as the Great Chicago Fire!), here are
four unforgettable survivors who managed to beat the
odds. Read their incredible stories: The Deadly Shark
Attacks of 1916 The Great Peshtigo Fire of 1871 A
Venomous Box Jellyfish Attack The Eruption of Mount
Tambora.
I Survived Graphic Novels #1-4: A Graphix Collection
Lauren Tarshis 2021-11-02 Lauren Tarshis's New York
Times bestselling I Survived series takes on vivid life
the-shark-attacks-of-1916-i-survived-2-lauren-tarshis
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that's sure to keep any reader turning the pages.
Includes a nonfiction section at the back with
historical photos and facts about the real-life shark
attacks.
The Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 Lauren Tarshis 2011
Visiting his favorite Hawaiian beach when Japanese
forces suddenly attack Pearl Harbor, 11-year-old Danny
Crane struggles through the smoke, destruction and chaos
to make his way back home. By the author of Emma-Jean
Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree. Simultaneous.
I Survived True Stories : Nature Attacks!. 2015 The
author of the New York Times-bestselling I Survived
series brings us more harrowing true stories of real
kids up against terrible forces of nature. From
fourteen-year-old lone survivor of the shark attacks of
1916, to nine-year-old who survived the Peshtigo fire of
1871 (which took place on the very same day in history
as the Great Chicago Fire!), here are four unforgettable
survivors who managed to beat the odds. Read their
incredible stories: The Deadly Shark Attacks of 1916 The
Great Peshtigo Fire of 1871 A Venomous Box Jellyfish
Attack The Eruption of Mount Tambora.
De spookgezichten John Flanagan 2016-09-27 'De
Spookgezichten' is het razend spannende zesde deel in de
serie 'Broederband' van Grijze Jager-schrijver John
Flanagan. In dit deel spoelen de Reigers aan op een
onbekend eiland, waar ze een gevaarlijk nieuw avontuur
te wachten staat. In dit zesde boek van de spannende
Broederband-serie spoelen de Reigers na een zware storm
aan op een onbekend eiland. Het lijkt onbewoond, maar
algauw wordt de onheilspellende rust verbroken door twee
kinderen die achternagezeten worden door een
bloeddorstige beer. De Broederband komt in actie en redt
de kinderen uit de klauwen van de beer, wat hun de
dankbaarheid en vriendschap van de bewoners oplevert.
Maar aan die vredige situatie komt snel een einde als ze
worden aangevallen door de Spookgezichten, een
meedogenloze, barbaarse stam met kaalgeschoren hoofden
en witgeschilderde gezichten. Zal het de Reigers lukken
om samen met hun nieuwe vrienden de invasie het hoofd te
bieden?
Nature Attacks! Lauren Tarshis 2017 From 14-year-old
Joseph Dunn who was the lone survivor of the Shark
Attacks of 1916, to 9-year-old Mike Kramer who, with the
help of his quick-thinking parents, survived the
Peshtigo fire of 1871 (which took place on the very same
day in history as the Great Chicago Fire!), to the 13year-old girl who survived a terrifying attack by a box
jellyfish, this is a collection of unforgettable
narrative non-fiction stories of unimaginable
destruction -- and, against all odds, survival.
I Survived Collection Lauren Tarshis 2014-05-01
Featuring the thrilling first seven books in the
bestselling I Survived Series!Includes:*I Survived the
Sinking of the Titanic, 1912*I Survived the Bombing of
Pearl Harbor, 1941 *I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005
*I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 *I Survived the
San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 *I Survived the Attacks
of September 11, 2001 *I Survived the Battle of
Gettysburg, 1863 Lauren Tarshis brings history's most
exciting and terrifying events to live in this new
fictional series. Reader will be transported by stories
of amazing kids and how they survived!
Jaws Peter Benchley 1974 Een haai voor de kust van een
luxe badplaats op Long Island doodt niet alleen enige
badgasten, maar is tevens de oorzaak van een grote
economische en psychische ontreddering.
I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 (I Survived #3)
Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 The horror of Hurricane
Katrina is brought vividly to life in this fictional
account of a boy, a dog, and the storm of the
century.Barry's family tries to evacuate before
Hurricane Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But
when Barry's little sister gets terribly sick, they're
forced to stay home and wait out the storm.At first,
Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as predicted. But
overnight the levees break, and Barry's world is
literally torn apart. He's swept away by the
floodwaters, away from his family. Can he survive the
storm of the century -- alone?
Tech Titans (Profiles #3) Carla Killough McClafferty
2013-01-01 Full-color series-six bios in one! It takes
more than one person to bring about change and
innovation. Explore the lives of the people who have had
a huge impact on technology today. So much more than
just your typical biography, PROFILES: TECH TITANS
focuses on six of the most prominent figures in the
the-shark-attacks-of-1916-i-survived-2-lauren-tarshis

technological world. This book includes all of the
biographical information kids need to know (background,
family, education, accomplishments, etc.) about Bill
Gates, Steve Jobs, Mark Zuckerberg, Larry Page, Sergey
Brin, and Jeff Bezos--the men behind Windows, Apple,
Facebook, Google, and Amazon! Photographs and quotes are
interwoven throughout the text.
I Survived Collection Two Lauren Tarshis 2013-10-29 Four
thrilling books in the bestselling I SURVIVED series!
Includes I SURVIVED THE SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE, 1906;
I SURVIVED THE ATTACKS OF SEPTEMBER 11, 2001; I SURVIVED
THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG, 1863; and I SURVIVED THE
JAPANESE TSUNAMI, 2011.
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (Tarshis) Novel
Study 2013 A fun, engaging 29-page booklet-style Reading
Response Journal complete with a challenging, book-based
Word Search and Word Jumble based upon 'I Survived The
Shark Attacks of 1916' by Lauren Tarshis. * Follows
Common Core Standards * This is a 29-page booklet-style
Reading Response Journal which is designed to follow
students throughout the entire book. The questions are
based on reading comprehension, strategies and skills.
The Journal is designed to be enjoyable and keep the
students engaged. Many different types of questions for
students to think about and answer before, during and
after they finish each chapter. Types of questions
include: Narrative Elements Predict Connect Infer
Question Vocab/Context Clues Character Traits Compare
and Contrast and more... Complete with a Word Search and
Vocabulary Word Jumble I Survived The Shark Attacks of
1916 Reading Response Journal - based on the book
written by Lauren Tarshis ***Please leave a rating and
feedback!! Thank you! :) Each booklet is in PDF format.
For help printing a booklet in Adobe, use the following
link:
http://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/kb/print-booklets-acrobat
-reader.html Visit my shop, McMarie, at Teacher's
Notebook.Or view this product, I Survived The Shark
Attacks of 1916 (Tarshis) Novel Study / Reading
Comprehension Journal.
I Survived Lauren Tarshis 2020 In a Jewish ghetto, Max
Rosen and his sister, Zena, struggle to live after their
father is taken away by the Nazis. With barely enough
food to survive, the siblings make a daring escape from
Nazi soldiers into the nearby forest. Max and Zena are
brought to a safe camp by Jewish resistance fighters.
But soon, bombs are falling all around them. Can Max and
Zena survive the fallout of the Nazi invasion?
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 Lauren Tarshis 2021
Chet Roscow is finally feeling at home in Elm Hills, New
Jersey. But Chet's summer is interrupted by shocking
news. A great white shark has been attacking swimmers
along the Jersey shore, not far from Elm Hills. So when
Chet sees something in the creek, he's sure it's his
imagination... until he comes face-to-face with a
bloodthirsty shark!
I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 (I Survived
#4) Lauren Tarshis 2011-10-01 70 years later, the
bombing of Pearl Harbor comes to life for a new
generation of readers!History's most terrifying moments
are brought vividly to life in the action-packed
fictional I SURVIVED series! Do you have what it takes
to survive ... the bombing of Pearl Harbor?Eleven-yearold Danny Crane is alone on his favorite beach in Hawaii
when the world is torn apart and World War II officially
hits the United States. Does he have what it takes to
find his way home in the midst of the bombs, the smoke,
and the destruction of the day that will live in infamy?
Sobreviví los ataques de tiburones de 1916 (I Survived
the Shark Attacks of 1916) Lauren Tarshis 2018-12-26
Based on true events! It's the summer of 1916 and the
Jersey shore is being terrorized by a Great White shark.
Can 10-year-old Chet and his friends survive a swim in
the local creek?
I Survived The Great Molasses Flood, 1919 (I Survived
#19) Lauren Tarshis 2019-09-03 100 years ago, a killer
wave of molasses struck a crowded Boston neighborhood.
Discover the story of this strange disaster in the next
book in the New York Times bestselling I Survived
series.
Sobreviví Los Ataques de Tiburones de 1916 (Graphix) (I
Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916) Lauren Tarshis
2021-08-03 A thrilling graphic novel adaptation of
Lauren Tarshis's bestselling I Survived the Shark
Attacks of 1916, with text adapted by Georgia Ball and
art by Haus Studio! Chet Roscow ha comenzado a sentirse
a gusto en Elm Hills, Nueva Jersey. Tiene un trabajo,
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tres buenos amigos y ha encontrado el lugar perfecto
para nadar. Pero todo cambia con la llegada de un
tiburón blanco que ataca cerca de donde vive. Todos
hablan de lo mismo. Sin embargo, cuando Chet ve algo
raro en el agua, piensa que es su imaginación... ¡hasta
que se encuentra cara a cara con el tiburón!The Spanish
edition of the graphic novel adaptation of I Survived
the Shark Attacks of 1916!Chet Roscow is finally feeling
at home in his uncle's little New Jersey town. He has
three new friends, and they love cooling off in the
creek on hot summer days.But then comes shocking news: A
massive shark has been attacking swimmers in the ocean
along the Jersey Shore, not far from where Chet is
staying. Fear is in the air.So when Chet spots a gray
fin in the creek, he's sure it's his imagination running
wild. It's impossible he's about to come face-to-face
with a killer shark... right?Based on the real-life
events of the Jersey Shore shark attacks of 1916, this
graphic novel brings Lauren Tarshis's New York Times
bestselling I Survived series to vivid life. Perfect for
readers who prefer the graphic novel format, or for
existing fans of the I Survived chapter book series,
these graphic novels combine historical facts with highaction storytelling that's sure to keep any reader
turning the pages. Includes a nonfiction section at the
back with historical photos and facts about the reallife shark attacks.
Nature Attacks! Lauren Tarshis 2015 "From 14-year-old
Joseph Dunn who was the lone survivor of the Shark
Attacks of 1916, to 9-year-old Mike Kramer who, with the
help of his quick-thinking parents, survived the
Peshtigo fire of 1871 (which took place on the very same
day in history as the Great Chicago Fire!), to the 13year-old girl who survived a terrifying attack by a box
jellyfish, this is a collection of unforgettable
narrative non-fiction stories of unimaginable
destruction -- and, against all odds, survival."-Amazon.com.
Zwaar de klos! Jeff Kinney 2015-04-29 Voor het
schoolfeest zoekt Bram een danspartner, EEN MEISJE!
Helaas heeft zijn eerste keus iemand anders op het oog.
Hij vreest ernstig als Dit e-book is NIET geschikt voor
zwart-wit e-readers.Voor het schoolfeest zoekt Bram een
danspartner, EEN MEISJE! Helaas heeft zijn eerste keus
iemand anders op het oog. Hij vreest ernstig als enige
over te blijven, maar gelukkig – schrale troost – staat
zijn beste vriend Theo er even beroerd voor. Thuis is
het een hel: Brams zakelijk mislukte en totaal berooide
oom logeert bij hen. En die gaat Bram ook nog eens
adviseren over vrouwen... LOVE is in the air, maar zit
Bram daar wel op te wachten? Of wordt hij zelf zo’n
rare, verliefde puber?
I Survived the Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967: A Graphic
Novel (I Survived Graphic Novel #5) Lauren Tarshis
2022-05-03 A gripping graphic novel adaptation of Lauren
Tarshis's bestselling I Survived the Attack of The
Grizzlies, 1967, with text adapted by Georgia Ball. No
grizzly has ever killed a human in Glacier National Park
before... until tonight. Eleven-year-old Melody Vega and
her family come to Glacier every year. Mel loves it here
— the beautiful landscapes and wildlife make it easy to
forget her real-world troubles. But this year is
different. With Mom gone, every moment in the park is a
reminder of the past. Then Mel comes face-to-face with a
mighty grizzly. She knows basic bear safety: Don't turn
your back. Don't make any sudden movements. And most
importantly: Don't run. That last one is the hardest for
Mel; she's been running from her problems all her life.
If she wants to survive tonight, she'll have to find the
courage to face her fear. Based on the real-life grizzly
attacks of 1967, this bold graphic novel tells the story
of one of the most tragic seasons in the history of
America's national parks — a summer of terror that
forever changed ideas about how grizzlies and humans can
exist together in the wild. Lauren Tarshis's New York
Times bestselling I Survived series comes to vivid life
in graphic novel editions. Perfect for readers who
prefer the graphic novel format, or for existing fans of
the I Survived chapter book series, these graphic novels
combine historical facts with high-action storytelling
that's sure to keep any reader turning the pages.
Includes a nonfiction section at the back with facts and
photos about the real-life event.
Mary Catherine Escapes to Shore: A Play About Sharks and
Shark Attacks Nick D'Alto 2018-12-15 The film Jaws is
famous for its gory effects and ominous music, but it is
not very scientific, is it? Mary Catherine and her
the-shark-attacks-of-1916-i-survived-2-lauren-tarshis

classmates are going to find out. In this immersive
play, readers will learn about the real-life shark
attacks that inspired the classic horror movie. They'll
also learn about the history of marine biology, and how
sometimes even scientists don't get things right the
first time around. This fun, informative play introduces
readers to the importance of the scientific method, and
many fascinating facts about sharks. Accompanied by
charming illustrations, this play is perfect for any
science curriculum.
Jersey Shore Shark Attacks of 1916 Virginia Loh-Hagan
2021 Would you have survived the shark attacks of 1916?
Make decisions and tally your score to find out. Written
at a lower reading level with considerate text, these
high maturity books are sure to grab struggling readers
as they engage and play along. Also includes a table of
contents, glossary, index, author biography, sidebars,
educational matter, and activities.
I Survived the Battle of Gettysburg, 1863 (I Survived
#7) Lauren Tarshis 2013-02-01 The bloodiest battle in
American history is under way . . .
I Survived the Shark Attacks Of 1916 Turtleback Books
Publishing, Limited 2020-06-02
Zwemmen met haaien Ann Kidd Taylor 2017-10-16 Ann Kidd
Taylor heeft met ‘Zwemmen met haaien’ een
hartverwarmende roman geschreven over moed en liefde,
met als fantastische setting het altijd zonnige Florida,
waar de auteur woont. Kidd Taylors eerste boek was het
memoir ‘Traveling with Pomegranates’, dat ze samen met
haar moeder Sue Monk Kidd schreef. Op een zomerdag in
1988 overkomt de twaalfjarige Maeve twee buitengewone
dingen: ze wordt gekust door Daniel en even later wordt
ze aangevallen door een haai. Achttien jaar later is
Maeve een gevierd zeebioloog. Haar bijnaam is de
haaienfluisteraar en er is niets in het water dat haar
angst aanjaagt. Wanneer ze terugkeert naar Florida en de
plek waar ze is opgegroeid – een hotel gerund door haar
grootmoeder – ontdekt ze dat haar tweelingbroer aan een
roman werkt over haar mislukte relatie met Daniel. En
dat Daniel, die ze al jaren niet meer heeft gesproken,
als kok werkt bij het hotel. Het leven staat op z’n kop:
aan Maeve de keus of ze wegvlucht in haar werk of de
confrontatie aangaat met haar verleden. ‘Zwemmen met
haaien’ is een ontroerende roman over de liefdes in je
leven en over tweede kansen.
I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 (I Survived #9)
Lauren Tarshis 2014-02-25 One of the darkest periods in
history...
I Survived: Ten Thrilling Books (Ten-Book Set) Lauren
Tarshis 2021-02-02 History's most exciting and
terrifying events come to life in these ten books in the
New York Times bestselling I Survived series. When
disaster strikes, heroes are made. This collection of
ten books in the bestselling I Survived series from
author Lauren Tarshis includes: I Survived the Sinking
of the Titanic, 1912; I Survived the Shark Attacks of
1916 I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001 I
Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 I Survived the Bombing
of Pearl Harbor, 1941 I Survived the Battle of
Gettysburg, 1863I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii,
AD 79 I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 I Survived the
San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 I Survived the Japanese
Tsunami, 2011 With relatable characters and riveting
plotlines, the I Survived books are perfect for
reluctant readers or any young reader who enjoys an
action packed, page turning thriller. Each book also
contains several pages of nonfiction content,
encouraging readers to further explore the historical
topic. When disaster strikes, heroes are made. This
collection of ten books in the bestselling I Survived
series from author Lauren Tarshis includes: I Survived
the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912; I Survived the Shark
Attacks of 1916 I Survived the Attacks of September 11,
2001 I Survived the Nazi Invasion, 1944 I Survived the
Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 I Survived the Battle of
Gettysburg, 1863I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii,
AD 79 I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 I Survived the
San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 I Survived the Japanese
Tsunami, 2011 With relatable characters and riveting
plotlines, the I Survived books are perfect for
reluctant readers or any young reader who enjoys an
action packed, page turning thriller. Each book also
contains several pages of nonfiction content,
encouraging readers to further explore the historical
topic.
Freedom Heroines (Profiles #4) Frieda Wishinsky
2013-01-01 Full-color series-six bios in one! Profiles
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is so much more than just your typical biography series.
The next book in this six-in-one, full-color bio series
will focus on Civil Champions--some of the incredible
women who worked tirelessly to ensure equal rights for
all. Kids will learn all of the biographical information
they need to know--background, family, education,
accomplishments, etc., about: Susan B. Anthony,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Ida B. Wells, Alice Paul, Rosa
Parks, and Jane Addams.
Shark Life Funny and Weird Sea Creatures P. Hersom
2013-11 Discover Sharks from Around the World with Funny
Shark Pictures and Weird Shark Facts Learning new things
can be fun and humorous, join bestselling children's
book author P. T. Hersom as he uncovers funny shark
facts and sometimes weird shark behavior, with stunning
full color photos with descriptions of the sea
creatures, what they like to eat, where they live and
their behavior. Explore parts of the ocean to find
sharks that have tools like the Hammerhead Shark, or the
giant Whale Shark that can swallow a man, or the bossy
Bull Shark. See mystical sea monsters such as the Great
White Shark, Tiger Shark or the Goblin Shark! Funny &
Weird Animals Series Part of the Funny & Weird Animals
Series, Shark Life, will keep your young readers
interested in reading this sharks children's book over
and over again. Descriptions in the large text make it
easy for early readers, or for a child to be guided
through with a parent or family member. As with all
books in this series, it is designed to be a learning
tool too. The author combines humor with facts to make
the learning fun and memorable for the kids.
Additionally, with "What did You Learn Today" fun
questions and answers at the books end. The Following
Sharks are Featured: The big nosed Basking Shark The
surfing Blacktip Reef Shark The powerful Blue Shark The
bully Bull Shark The whiskery Carpet Shark The baking
Cookiecutter Shark The short Dwarf Lanternshark The
smiling Great White Shark The pink Goblin Shark The
handy Hammerhead Shark The doctors Nurse Shark The
champion Shortfin Mako Shark The barking Spiny Dogfish
Shark The long tailed Thresher Shark The prowling Tiger
Shark The giant Whale Shark The striped Zebra Shark
These are Real Sharks and the Pictures have not been
Altered In my research for this book I discovered many
sharks I had never heard of before, let alone ever
seen.Some sharks may appear to be unreal or the pictures
altered, because of how unusual the shark may look.
However,all the sharks in this book are real and alive
today. Click on the Look Inside feature before you buy.
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If you enjoyed "Sharks: Amazing Pictures & Fun Facts on
Animals in Nature" by Kay de Silva and IC Wildlife's "25
Most Awesome Sharks. Shark Facts, Photos and Video
Links. Amazing Shark Books for Kids" then you will like
this too. If you enjoy shark facts like those shared by
Monica Molina's in "Children's Book: "Sharks! Learn
About Sharks While Learning To Read - Sharks Photos And
Facts Make It Easy!" and Lauren Tarshis's"I Survived
#2:I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916" then you'll
enjoy this also.
I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 (I
Survived #5) Lauren Tarshis 2012-03-01 The terrifying
details of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake jump off
the page!Ten-year-old Leo loves being a newsboy in San
Francisco -- not only does he get to make some money to
help his family, he's free to explore the amazing, hilly
city as it changes and grows with the new century.
Horse-drawn carriages share the streets with shiny new
automobiles, new businesses and families move in every
day from everywhere, and anything seems possible.But
early one spring morning, everything changes. Leo's
world is shaken -- literally -- and he finds himself
stranded in the middle of San Francisco as it crumbles
and burns to the ground. Does Leo have what it takes to
survive this devastating disaster?The I SURVIVED series
continues with another thrilling story of a boy caught
in one of history's most terrifying disasters!
Courageous Creatures (I Survived True Stories #4) Lauren
Tarshis 2021-11-02 Lauren Tarshis's New York Times
bestselling I Survived series tells tales of brave kids
who survive harrowing events. Now, Lauren Tarshis tells
the true stories of several animals who face challenges
of their own and the humans who help them survive.
ANIMALS. SURVIVORS. HEROES. The author of the New York
Times bestselling I Survived series shares four
thrilling true stories of animals who have faced
disaster—and come through. You’ll meet courageous
animals and also inspiring humans who show how we can
help protect the creatures who share our precious Earth.
Includes real-life stories about: The pigeon hero of
World War I Two captured dolphins and the hero who
helped them return to the sea 20,000 penguins saved from
an oil spill disaster Two orphaned cheetahs and their
unlikely new dad This fourth book in the I Survived True
Stories series is perfect for fans of the I Survived
novels or anyone who loves stories about animals beating
the odds. It's a great choice for reading alongside I
Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944, which features a
carrier pigeon character.
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